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everyone childhood love painting, back lying on the paper with the brush Xinmayoujiang, how comfortable it is beautiful. Painting is a
way to seek inspiration, everyone will feel this in the painting. However, as we grew up, the focus of the painting gradually became a
kind of performance, or a single standard limit. In the passage of time, in the past to draw in the picture to get happiness and freedom
is gradually disappear...... central beauty picture book Creation Studio course The concept of picture book creation steam PUNKAir
JordanHiI am dianjin MiaoerThe name "golden seedling" name "Er" "Jordan" STEAMPUNKAirMJ, I missed your brilliant era
because of the trend, because of AJ, do not look at the basketball I just know you great 23 SteamPunk, take a look at it and know that
it's my love The feeling of creation seems to make oneself become a director, in the brain has the set outline of the script, the plot is
improvised. However, the director which is so easy, writing which is so easy, the heart of the course, 2 weeks in the past do not know
where to start, hand drawn sketches by Feng teacher denied countless times! The whole people are down off. Even after selecting
this topic, Mr. Feng or repeated confirmation "for the steam punk, are you really mad?"". < p > basic course is Bunao, painting
picture books can not just look at the picture, give us introduces the band, talking about the movie, building, Chinese classical
symbols, told AJ shoes how great, play psychological test, constellation, palm reading. Anyway, happy to drag in all sorts of irrelevant
matters. The teacher's class time is not the most popular biological clock is random! Completely depends on the mood, as a squad
leader freak out, we went to the you didn't show up, we don't have to, you come, who were later to whom the red envelopes, often
wake up in the morning found micro channel group in a red rain. maybe we are all in the process of continuous self perception
fortunately, the abuse of the heart is only in the re understanding of their own in the abuse found the direction of the creation of heart of
the flame was lit creation of the state of a get out of handAir Jordan 1 Joe one meaning for us is not just this pair of shoes itself but
that person, that time, those stories but I am because of you, I began to find the feeling of creation Air Jordan 2 < >
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